Move Out Mates Provides a One-Stop Resource for End
of Lease Cleaning
Our highly efficient and experienced end of lease cleaners in Sydney aim to scrub every corner of your house.

Few things are more onerous than the need to clean the premises at a domicile while trying to set up at a new home. Move Out Mates can help by
performing all the required cleaning tasks for vacating a property and minimizing the stress associated with a relocation.
Move Out Mates provides end of lease and move out cleaning services for a wide range of situations. The company has highly-trained cleaners and
services are available seven days a week. Free quotes are available and cleaning products are friendly to people, pets and the environment. A
72-hour guarantee is provided and discounts are offered when individuals book at least two weeks in advance.
The company is fully licensed, bonded, and clients can book online or engage in a live chat for convenience. Bond cleaning Sydney is equally
beneficial for tenants, homeowners and landlords. Move Out Mates also offers one-off cleaning services after parties, special events and holiday
celebrations. One-off cleaning can be customized in a variety of ways to accommodate multiple needs.
End of lease cleaning Sydney includes every room of the house, with services encompassing dusting and polishing surfaces and furniture, removing
cobwebs, and cleaning of fireplaces and surrounding areas. The highly-trained staff cleans behind furniture, wipes down curtain rails, and all carpets
are vacuumed and cleaned.
Kitchen cleaning is one of the most difficult areas to address. Move out cleaning Sydney by Move Out Mates embraces drawers and kitchen cabinets,
disposal of any leftover trash, and cleaning of all kitchen appliances, including ovens and range hoods. Individuals can also request door, window, and
upholstery cleaning when needed.
Move Out Mates provides a one-stop resource for cleaning and has earned a reputation as a preferred provider of cleaning services as evidenced by
its many positive reviews from satisfied customers. A well-established company with extensive experience, the professionals understand that cleaning
isn’t dependent upon a specific time limit and always stays until the job is completed.
About Move Out Mates Move Out Mates is a young and vibrant company that made its debut in the Australian cleaning industry in late 2013. We are
proud to service the entire Sydney region all week long, weekends and holidays included. We also have offices in London.
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